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1 Introdu tion
Data repli ation is a well-known means of prote ting against data unavailability or orruption
in the fa e of data server failures. Several re ent works have studied the use of quorums for
repli ating data eÆ iently a ross a potentially large set of data servers, and in a way that
ensures that lients re eive orre t data even in the presen e of arbitrary (Byzantine) server
failures [Baz97, MR98, MRW99℄. A de ning property of these onstru tions is that ea h
update to the data is sent to only a subset, or quorum, of the servers. Su h designs pose
new hallenges for monitoring the number of faulty servers, sin e orre t servers may hold
di erent versions of the data; spe i ally, some orre t servers may not hold up-to-date
data. Thus, in a read operation, an in onsistent response from a server does not ne essarily
indi ate the server's failure.
In this paper, we initiate the study of statisti al methods for Byzantine fault dete tion
in systems repli ated among a universe U of servers using quorum methods. Spe i ally,
we address the problem of dete ting the presen e (and to an extent, the identity) of servers
that respond to queries with in orre t data. Our te hniques are spe i ally designed for
asyn hronous systems repli ated using Byzantine quorum systems [MR98℄ and probabilisti Byzantine quorum systems [MRWW98℄, although our general approa h may shed light
on Byzantine failure dete tion in other settings. A Byzantine quorum system as de ned
in [MR98℄ is designed to mask any failure s enario (set of faulty servers) ontained within a
failure assumption B  2 spe i ed as a parameter to the quorum system onstru tion. For
example, a ommon failure assumption B is that ontaining all subsets of servers of at most
U
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a spe i ed size t; this expresses the ommon assumption that at most t servers fail. The
goal of this work is to dete t when the set of a tual failures in the system is approa hing an
element of B, i.e., a failure s enario that the Byzantine quorum system is not designed to
mask.
Our motivation for exploring Byzantine failure dete tion is drawn from a survivable
and s alable data store alled Fleet [MR99℄. Fleet is designed to provide onsistent data
servi es in very hallenging settings, where servers are dispersed over a large network and
may su er mali ious penetration by atta kers. Sin e ea h Fleet data obje t is built to
mask any failure s enario in its predetermined failure assumption, it is important that the
system be monitored to dete t a situation in whi h a tual failures are approa hing any of the
failure s enario outside this assumption. Monitoring failures an also improve the eÆ ien y
of quorum sele tion in Fleet. Our goal is to design dete tion algorithms that otherwise
interfere with the system minimally.
Be ause this is an initial investigation into the statisti al monitoring of repli ated data,
we simplify the problem in a few key ways. First, we perform our analysis in the ontext
of read operations that are on urrent with no write operations, as observing partially ompleted writes during a read substantially ompli ates the task of inferring server failures.
In pra ti e (e.g, in Fleet), this is a hieved using probabilisti and highly eÆ ient lo king
te hniques [CMR00℄. Se ond, we assume that lients fail by rashing only. This restri tion
may seem unrealisti when servers are presumed to fail arbitrarily. However, in the ontext
of Fleet, the reator of a data obje t an prohibit untrusted lients from modifying that
obje t using a ess ontrol me hanisms that remain in for e even when servers fail arbitrar3

ily (provided that failure assumptions are not otherwise violated). Thus, our assumption of
lient rashes in pra ti e redu es to an assumption about the lients trusted by the reator
of an obje t to modify that obje t. Third, our te hniques are most e e tive in dete ting
faulty servers that onsistently return in orre t responses, and we restri t our attention to
this ase here. Faulty servers that eviden e their failure only intermittently are more diÆ ult
to dete t, and we leave this issue for future work.
Our te hni al approa h is as follows: We assume that the underlying system is a essed
using quorums designed to mask the failure of any failure s enario in its failure assumption
B. We set an alarm distan e  with the intention of issuing a warning whenever the set of
a tually faulty servers F are within  of some element of the set 2 n B, whi h we all B;
i.e., there exists a set S of  servers su h that F [ S 2 B. We all su h an F dangerous. We
note that our de nition does not distinguish between the ase that there are are many su h
sets S , and the ase where there are only a few (or even one) su h sets S . When a reader
obtains responses from a quorum of servers, it lassi es the responding servers into those
that returned answers onsistent with the one it hose as the orre t answer|this is alled
the justifying set for that answer|and those that did not. Our te hnique determines the
probability that a ertain observed justifying set indi ates that F is dangerous, and an alarm
is triggered if this probability is suÆ iently high. We further enhan e this approa h with a
generi tagging te hnique, alled a write marker proto ol, whi h tags the quorum to whi h
an update is written, so that it an later be identi ed by a reader. With the write marker
proto ol, ertain in orre t responses by faulty servers indi ate without doubt that they are
faulty. We again apply statisti al tests to determine when su h a set of dete ted failures
U
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indi ates an una eptably high probability of a dangerous failure s enario. In both ases, we
show that if the alarm distan e is orre tly sele ted and read operations are frequent, both
methods an be expe ted to issue warnings in a timely fashion, i.e., within a few in orre t
responses by a suÆ ient number of faulty servers.
An attra tive feature of our approa h to failure dete tion is that it operates within the
standard read and write, by mining the responses re eived from servers for indi ation of
failure. Furthermore, our approa h makes it impossible for faulty servers to return systemati ally in orre t responses and yet avoid dete tion by our me hanisms: in ea h data read,
ea h faulty server must either return an in orre t answer (or nothing) and risk dete tion, or
return the orre t answer.
To summarize, the ontributions of this paper are twofold: we initiate the study of fault
monitoring and dete tion in the ontext of quorum-repli ated data; and we propose two
statisti al te hniques for performing this dete tion for Byzantine quorum systems under the
onditions des ribed above. We begin by surveying related work in Se tion 2. In Se tion 3 we
des ribe our system model and ne essary ba kground. In Se tions 4{5 we present and analyze
our two statisti al methods using exa t formulae for alarm line pla ement in relatively small
systems. In Se tion 6 we present an asymptoti analysis for estimating appropriate alarm
line pla ement in larger systems for both methods. We on lude in Se tion 7.
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2 Related Work
Our work is most dire tly related to prior work on the diagnosis of faults in multipro essor
systems. Of parti ular relevan e is the general approa h introdu ed in [Mal80, MM81, HC81℄,
in whi h the faulty or orre t status of a pro essor is determined by omparing its responses
to requests with the responses to the same requests produ ed by other pro essors. This
approa h has been extended for e e tively diagnosing fully arbitrary faults in distributed
systems (e.g., [SR87, BB93℄). Like [Mal80, HC81℄, in whi h a presumed- orre t system
performs omparisons to dis over faulty pro essors, this paper presumes that the lients,
whi h soli it responses from servers and perform omparisons, behave orre tly. However,
our work di ers from all the previous work of whi h we are aware in two important ways.
First, whereas prior work in fault diagnosis has fo used only on identifying faulty pro essors,
we also fo us on evaluating a hypothesis on the total number of faulty servers based on a
limited probing of the system, i.e., a single quorum a ess. Se ond, our work is targeted at a
setting in whi h even orre t servers may return in onsistent values to a read query, be ause
updates are sent to only a quorum of servers.
Somewhat more distantly related is work on intrusion dete tion (e.g., [Amo99℄). In hostbased intrusion dete tion, a trusted subsystem on ea h host monitors events on that host
for eviden e of known atta k patterns or anomalous behavior. Our work di ers from hostbased intrusion dete tion in that we presume a faulty server is entirely orrupted; there is
no trusted subsystem on that server to monitor and report deviant behavior. A networkbased intrusion dete tion system monitors network traÆ on the network segment to whi h
6

it is onne ted for eviden e of possible atta ks or anomalies. In parti ular, it analyzes ea h
individual pa ket for anomalous features, su h as the presen e of ertain strings, target
ports, and in onsistent or dangerous headers. In ontrast, our work utilizes omparisons
a ross multiple server response messages and semanti properties derived from our data
a ess and repli ation proto ols. In general, it will not be feasible to perform this type of
dete tion by examining individual network pa kets.
The goal of our work is substantially di erent from that of various re ent works that have
adapted failure dete tors [CT96℄ to solve onsensus in distributed systems that an su er
Byzantine failures [MR97, DS97, KMM97℄. These works fo us on the spe i ation of abstra t
failure dete tors that enable onsensus to be solved. Our goal here is to develop te hniques
for dete ting Byzantine server responses spe i ally in the ontext of data repli ated using
quorum systems, without regard to abstra t failure dete tor spe i ations or the onsensus
problem.
Finally, Lin et al. [LRM98℄ analyze the pro ess of gradual infe tion of a system by maliious entities. Their analysis attempts to proje t when failures ex eed ertain thresholds by
extrapolating from observed failures onto the future, on the basis of ertain a priori assumptions about the ommuni ation patterns of pro esses and the infe tion rate of the system.
Our methods do not depend on these assumptions, as they do not address the propagation
of failures in the system. Rather, they attempt to measure the urrent number of failures at
any point in time.
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3 Preliminaries
3.1 System model

Our system model is based on a universe U of n data servers. A orre t server is one that
behaves a ording to its spe i ation, whereas a faulty server deviates from its spe i ation
arbitrarily (Byzantine failure) and, we assume, onsistently. We denote the set of a tually
faulty servers by F , and express our failure assumption (equivalent to the fail-prone set
of [MR98℄) as follows:
failure assumption B  2 is a set of subsets of servers su h that (i) if
B1 2 B and B2  B1 , then B2 2 B, and (ii) in any run of the system, F 2 B .

De nition 1 A

U

As an example of a failure assumption, onsider the ommon assumption that there
is some threshold t su h that at most t servers fail. We all this the t-threshold failure
assumption:
De nition 2 The t-threshold failure assumption is B = fB  U

j #(B )  tg.

(Here and throughout this paper, we use #(S ) to denote the ardinality of the set S .)
Our system model also in ludes some number of lients, whi h we assume to be orre t.
Clients ommuni ate with servers over point-to-point hannels. Channels are reliable, in the
sense that a message sent between a lient and a orre t server is eventually re eived by its
destination. In addition, a lient an authenti ate the hannel to a orre t server; i.e., if the
lient re eives a message from a orre t server, then that server a tually sent it.
8

3.2 Masking quorum systems

In order to fo us attention on our fault dete tion te hniques, we onsider a simple s enario
in whi h ea h server holds a opy of some repli ated variable Z , on whi h lients an exe ute
write and read operations to hange or observe its value, respe tively. The proto ols for writing and reading Z employ a masking quorum system [MR98, MRW99℄, or the probabilisti
variations thereof [MRWW98℄.
masking quorum system for a failure assumption B is a set Q  2
subsets of servers su h that 8Q1 ; Q2 2 Q, 8B1 ; B2 2 B : (Q1 \ Q2 ) n B1 6 B2
De nition 3 A

U

of

Intuitively, if ea h read and write is performed at a quorum of servers, then the use of a
masking quorum system ensures that a read quorum Q2 interse ts the last write quorum Q1
in a set (Q1 \ Q2 ) n F su h that this set an be distinguished as ontaining a orre t server.
This suÆ es to enable the reader to determine the last written value. A straightforward
masking quorum system is the Uniform masking quorum system [MR98℄1:
Uniform masking quorum system for the t-threshold failure assumption is
Q = fQ  U j #(Q) = d +22 +1 eg.

De nition 4 A

n

t

A lient's hoi e of quorum to a ess in any given proto ol instan e is determined by
an a ess strategy w that is a probability distribution on the quorums: the lient hooses
1 This

masking quorum system is named Threshold in [MR98℄; we refer to it as Uniform to avoid onfusion

with the threshold failure assumption.
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quorum Q with probability w(Q). All probabilities from here on are omputed when the
hoi e of quorums is made a ording to the a ess strategy.
We onsider the following proto ols for a essing the repli ated variable Z , whi h were
shown in [MR98℄ to give Z the semanti s of a safe variable [Lam86℄. Ea h server u maintains a timestamp T with its opy Z of the variable Z . A lient writes the timestamp
when it writes the variable. These proto ols require that di erent lients hoose di erent
timestamps, and thus ea h lient hooses its timestamps from some set T that does not
interse t T for any other lient 0. Client operations pro eed as follows.
u

u

0

For a lient to write the value v to Z , it queries ea h server in some quorum Q
to obtain a set of value/timestamp pairs A = f <Z ; T >g 2 , hooses a timestamp T 2 T
greater than the highest timestamp value in A and greater than any timestamp it has hosen in the past, and updates Z and T at ea h server u in some quorum Q0 to v and T ,
respe tively.

Write:

u

u

u

u

Q

u

For a lient to read a variable Z , it queries ea h server in some quorum Q to obtain
a set of value/timestamp pairs A = f<Z ; T >g 2 . From among all pairs returned by any
subset S  Q of servers that satis es 8B 2 B : S 6 B , the lient hooses the pair <v; T >
with the highest timestamp T , and then returns v as the result of the read operation. If
there is no su h pair in A, the result of the read operation is ? (a null value).
Read:

u

u
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u

Q

In a write operation, ea h server u updates Z and T to the re eived values <v; T > only
if T is greater than the present value of T ; this onvention guarantees the serializability of
on urrent writes. As mentioned in Se tion 1 we onsider only reads that are not on urrent
with writes. In this ase, the read operation will never return ? (provided that the failure
assumption is not violated).
u

u

u

3.3 Statisti al building blo ks

As des ribed in Se tion 1, the primary goal of this paper is to dete t when F is dangerous,
i.e., there exists a set S of  servers su h that F [ S 2 B, for some parameter . To do this,
we exploit information made available during the read proto ol of Se tion 3.2, in onjun tion
with a basi statisti al te hnique alled hypothesis testing.
Hypothesis testing is based on the slightly ounterintuitive on ept of testing for a ondition by looking for eviden e that its opposite is false. More spe i ally, we formulate the
ondition to be tested for as an experimental hypothesis H (e.g., F is dangerous), and
formulate its opposite as the omplementary null hypothesis H0 (e.g., F is not dangerous).
We then perform an experiment (observe the value of a random variable) whose probability
distribution di ers under the two hypotheses, and wat h for an out ome that supports H
while being highly improbable under H0 (we will dis uss the exa t meaning of \highly improbable" below). Su h an out ome is onsidered eviden e that H is true|in our ontext,
that the set F of faulty servers in the system is dangerous.
The most obvious random variable for our purposes would be the set of faulty server
E

E

E
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responses to a read request. For example, if a quorum is expe ted to have k faulty servers
on average when F is not dangerous, and a read observed onsiderably more than k faulty
responses, we would naturally regard this as eviden e that F is dangerous. Unfortunately,
the set of faulty servers in a read quorum is usually not dire tly observable (though we ome
lose with our write marker approa h).
Instead, ea h of our methods de nes a random variable X whose value an be observed
during a read operation, and whose probability distribution varies with F . As suggested
above, we de ne H and H0 as \F is dangerous" and \F is not dangerous", respe tively.
We treat the notion of \highly improbable" as a parameter of our dete tion algorithms by
setting a reje tion level , 0 < < 1. We then de ne a region of reje tion for H0 as a
maximal range of values for X that have a ombined probability under H0 of at most but
that have a signi antly greater probability under H . Any observed value of X that falls
into this region of reje tion is onsidered to be eviden e that H0 is false and H is true, i.e.,
that F is dangerous.
Note that the reje tion level must be hosen arefully: the higher it is, the greater
the han es of false positives (i.e., alarms sent when F is not dangerous), but too low a
value in reases the han e of false negatives (failure to dete t when F is dangerous). For
reasonable values of (e.g., = 0:05), however, we give examples showing that the former
risk an be kept to a reasonable minimum, while the latter an be made essentially negligible.
In this paper we will typi ally hoose  > 1, as our primary goal is to dete t dangerous
onditions before the integrity of the data has been ompromised. The \safest" value for 
is the size of the smallest element of B minus one, but a higher value may be desirable if
E

E

E
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small numbers of faults are ommon and ountermeasures are expensive.
4 Diagnosis using justifying sets
Our rst method of fault dete tion for masking quorum systems uses the read and write proto ols des ribed in Se tion 3.2. As the random variable for our statisti al analysis, we use the
justifying set for a read operation, whi h is the set of servers that return the value/timestamp
pair <v; T > hosen by the lient in the read operation. The justifying set an be as large as
the read quorum if the read quorum is the same as the quorum used in the last ompleted
write operation and ontains no faulty servers, but may be signi antly smaller if it ontains
faulty servers and interse ts the last write quorum minimally.
Sin e a quantitative analysis of using the justifying set for fault dete tion is dependent
on the failure assumption, we now narrow our attention to a parti ular example, namely
the ommon t-threshold failure assumption (De ntion 2). In this ase, F is dangerous if
#(F )  t . For notational simpli ity, we de ne f = #(F ) and t = t ; t is alled
the alarm line of our tests. Spe i ally, suppose that a read operation is performed on the
system, and that the size of the justifying set for that read operation is x. We would like to
determine whether this eviden e supports the hypothesis that F is dangerous, i.e., f > t .
If for all failure s enarios F where f  t the probability of observing a justifying set of size
x is at most the reje tion level , then this suggests that the null hypothesis f  t is false.
That is, the region of reje tion for the null hypothesis is de ned as x  highreje t where
highreje t is the maximum value su h that
a

a

a

a

a
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X

highreje t

= +1

x

P (#((Q1 \ Q2 ) n F ) = x) 

(1)

t

for all F su h that f  t . Here, the probability P (#((Q1 \ Q2) n F ) = x) is taken with
respe t to hoi es of the last write quorum Q1 and the read quorum Q2 , a ording to the
a ess strategy w for hoosing quorums.
Computing the region of reje tion depends on the parti ular quorum system and strategy in use. Here we demonstrate this for size-based quorum onstru tions, where a quorum
onsists of q servers hosen uniformly at random from a universe of n servers. This template in ludes both the Uniform onstru tion of De nition 4, where q = d +22 +1 e, and the
probabilisti onstru tion of [MRWW98℄, where q = `t and 2  `  n=t. For su h quorum systems, rather than omputing highreje t dire tly using (1), it is simpler to ompute
highreje t onservatively to be the maximum value su h that
a

n

a highreje
X
X
t

^=0 = +1

f

x

t

P (#((Q1 \ Q2 ) n F ) = xj#(F ) = f^) 

t

(2)

t

sin e P (#((Q1 \ Q2) n F ) = xj#(F ) = f^) is the same for any failure s enario F with f^
failures. Note that
F

max
:#( )
F

ta

X

highreje t

= +1

x

t

P (#((Q1 \ Q2 ) n F ) = x)



a highreje
X
X
t

^=0 = +1

f

x

t

P (#((Q1 \ Q2 ) n F ) = xj#(F ) = f^)

t

for any value of highreje t. So, omputing highreje t a ording to (2) gives a potentially
smaller region of reje tion than when omputed a ording to (1), i.e., one that will raise
an alarm less frequently. In the remainder of this se tion, we omplete the omputation
14

of highreje t a ording to (2), and show that nevertheless the omputed region e e tively
dete ts the ase when f passes t .
Given f^ faulty servers in the system, the probability of exa tly j failures in the read
quorum an be expressed by a hypergeometri distribution as follows:
a

 ^
f
j

^

n

f

 
q

j

n
q

Given that the number of failures in the read quorum is j , the probability that there are
exa tly x orre t servers in the interse tion between the read quorum and the previous write
quorum is formulated as follows: the number of ways of hoosing x orre t servers from the
 
read quorum is
, and the number of possible previous write quorums that interse t the


read quorum in exa tly those orre t servers (and some number of in orre t ones) is + .
The probability that the previous write quorum interse ts the read quorum in exa tly this
way is therefore:
q

j

x

n

q

q



q

j
x



n

q

 

q

+

j

j

x



x

n
q

To get the overall probability that there are exa tly x orre t servers in the interse tion
between the read and most re ent write quorums, i.e., that the justifying set size is x, we
multiply the onditional probability given j failures in the read quorum by the probability
of exa tly j failures in the read quorum, and sum the result for j = 0 to f^:
P (#((Q1 \ Q2 ) n F ) = xj#(F ) = f^) =

^
X
f

j
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=0



q

j
x



n

 
+ ^
 2

q
q

j

x

n
q

^

f

n

f

j

q

j

(3)

This formula expresses the probability that a parti ular read operation in a t-masking quorum
system will have a justifying set size of x given the presen e of f^ faults.
For a given reje tion level , then, the region of reje tion for the null hypothesis f  t
is de ned as x  highreje t, where highreje t is the maximum value su h that:
a

^
a highreje
X tX
X
f

t



q

j



n

x

q

^=0 = +1 =0
x

f

t

 
+ ^
 2

q

j

x

^

f

n

f

j

q

j

n

j



q

The left-hand expression above represents the signi an e level of the test, i.e., the probability of a false positive (false alarm).
If there are in fa t f > t failures in the system, the probability of dete ting this ondition
on a single read is:
a

X

highreje t

X
f



q

j



n

x

q

= +1 =0

x

t

 
+
 2

q

j

x

f

n

f

j

q

j



n

j

q

If we denote this value by , then the probability that k onse utive reads fail to dete t
the ondition is (1 ) . As shown in the following examples, k need not be very large for
this probability to be ome negligible.
k

Consider a threshold masking quorum system of n = 101 servers, a quorum
size q = 76, and a fault toleran e threshold t = 25. In order to test whether there are
any faults in the system, we set t = 0, so that the null hypothesis H0 is f = 0 and the
experimental hypothesis H is f > 0. Plugging these numbers into (3) over the full range of
x yields the results in Table 1. For all other values of x not shown in Table 1, the probability
of a justifying set of size x given f = 0 is zero.

Example 1:

a

E
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x

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

P (#((Q1 \ Q2 ) n F ) = x j f

= 0)

x

.000243
.002922
.015880
.051857
.114087
.179687
.210160
.186867
.128273
.068649
.028810
.009504
.002464

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

P (#((Q1 \ Q2 ) n F ) = x j f

= 0)

0.000500
7:92  10 05
9:68  10 06
9:03  10 07
6:33  10 08
3:26  10 09
1:20  10 10
3:05  10 12
5:03  10 14
5:02  10 16
2:65  10 18
5:89  10 21
3:10  10 24

Table 1: Probability distribution on justifying set sizes for Example 1
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Sin e P (51)+ P (52)+ P (53)  0:019, while P (51)+ P (52)+ P (53)+ P (54)  0:071, the
region of reje tion for = 0:05 is de ned as x  53; if a read operation has a justifying set of
size 53 or less, the lient reje ts the null hypothesis and on ludes that there are faults in the
system. This test has a signi an e level of 0.019; that is, there is a probability of 0.019 that
the lient will dete t faults when there are none. (If this level of risk is una eptable for a
parti ular system, an be set to a lower value, thus reating a smaller region of reje tion.)
Suppose that there are a tually f failures in the system. The probability that this
experiment will dete t the presen e of failures during any given read is:
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Figure 1 shows these values for 1  f  25.
Although the probability of dete ting faults during a given read in this system is relatively
low for very small values of f , it would appear that this test is reasonably powerful. Even for
fault levels as low as 4 or 5, a lient an reasonably expe t to dete t the presen e of failures
within a few reads; e.g., if f = 5, then the probability of dete ting that f > t in only six
reads is already 1 (1 :345534)6 = :921. As the fault levels rise, the probability of su h
dete tion within a single read approa hes near- ertainty.
a

Consider a mu h smaller threshold system onsisting of n = 61 servers.
The maximum toleran e threshold t for su h a system is 15, with a quorum size q = 46.
Furthermore, suppose that the administrator of this system does not wish to be noti ed if
fewer than 5 failures o ur, and therefore sets t to 5 rather than 0. In this situation, the

Example 2:

a
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Figure 1: Probability of single-read dete tion for n = 101; t = 0 (Example 1)
a
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Figure 2: Probability of single-read dete tion for n = 61; t = 5 (Example 2)
a

null hypothesis H0 is f  t . Given = 0:05, the region of reje tion for H0 an be omputed
to be x  28 by similar means to those used in Example 1. The probabilities of dete ting
this ondition for a tual values of f between 6 and 15 in lusive are shown in Figure 2.
a

As one might expe t, error onditions are more diÆ ult to dete t when they are more
narrowly de ned (e.g., 5 < f < 15 vs. 0 < f < 25), as the ontrast between Examples 1
and 2 shows. Even in the latter experiment, however, a lient an reasonably expe t to
dete t a serious but non-fatal error ondition within a small number of reads. For f = 12,
20

the probability that the alarm is triggered within six read operations is 1 (1 0:428527)6,
approximately .965. The probability that it is triggered within ten reads is over .996. We an
therefore reasonably onsider this te hnique to be a useful diagnosti in systems where read
operations are signi antly more frequent than server failures, parti ularly if the systems are
relatively large.
A similar analysis ould be performed for masking quorum systems for a t-threshold
failure assumption other than Uniform masking systems, taking (1) as the goal to ompute.
Rather than fo using on another example of this omputation, however, we instead move on
to a more powerful method of fault dete tion. The te hnique of the present se tion gives little
indi ation of the spe i number of faults that have o urred and provides little information
toward identifying whi h servers are faulty. Our next diagnosti method addresses both
these needs.
5 Diagnosis using quorum markers
The diagnosti method presented in this se tion has two distin t fun tions. First, it estimates the fault distribution over the whole system using a te hnique similar to that of the
previous se tion, but with greater pre ision. Se ond, it pinpoints spe i servers that exhibit
dete tably faulty behavior during a given read. The diagnosti operates on an enhan ed version of the read/write proto ol for masking quorum systems: the write marker proto ol,
des ribed next.
21

5.1 The write marker proto ol

The write marker proto ol uses a simple enhan ement to the read/write proto ol of Se tion 3.2. For a repli ated variable Z , there is an a ompanying repli ated variable Z that
stores an identi er for the quorum (e.g., an n-bit ve tor indi ating the servers in the quorum) that was used to omplete the write operation in whi h Z was last written. The write
proto ol pro eeds as in Se tion 3.2, ex ept that after the write to Z at ea h u 2 Q0 ompletes, the lient writes (the identi er for) Q0 to Z . We reiterate that for the purposes
of this paper, we assume that all of this o urs without interferen e by a di erent lient's
on urrent operation.
The read proto ol pro eeds essentially as before, ex ept that ea h server returns the triple
<Z ; T ; Z > in response to a read request, where Z is u's repli a of Z . From among all
triples returned from any set S of servers where S 6 B for all B 2 B, the lient hooses the
triple with the highest timestamp.
We now des ribe how to use the triples returned by the servers to monitor fault levels in
various types of quorum systems. At the on lusion of this se tion we also show how they
an be used to spe i ally identify a subset of the faulty servers.
u

u

u

u

u

u

5.2 Fault dete tion

Our revised statisti al te hnique uses the quorum markers to determine the set of servers
whose returned values are expe ted to mat h the a epted triple in the absen e of faults
(i.e., the set of servers in the interse tion between the read quorum and the previous write
22

quorum), and the subset of those servers whose returned values a tually do mat h that triple.
With this extra information, we an substantially re ne the te hnique of Se tion 4 to yield
greater a ura y. Spe i ally, we an use this information to determine the probability of
having observed a justifying set given a failure s enario F and given that the interse tion
of the read and previous write quorums is a known set S . For example, onsider again the
t-threshold failure assumption. Then, following our reasoning from Se tion 4, the region of
reje tion for the null hypothesis is de ned as x  highreje t where highreje t is the maximum
value su h that
X

highreje t

= +1

x

P (#((Q1 \ Q2 ) n F ) = x j Q1 \ Q2 = S ) 

(4)

t

for all F su h that #(F )  t . Again, the probability P (#((Q1 \ Q2 ) n F ) = x j Q1 \ Q2 = S )
here is omputed with respe t to hoi es of Q1 and Q2 a ording to the strategy w for hoosing
quorums (and satisfying Q1 \ Q2 = S ). Computing the region of reje tion depends on the
quorum system and a ess strategy in use.
a

5.2.1 Size-based quorum systems

To illustrate omputing a region of reje tion when the write marker proto ol is used, we
return to size-based quorum systems in whi h a quorum is de ned as a sele tion of q servers
uniformly at random. Be ause of the random sele tion of the servers that make up the
quorum for a given operation, P (#((Q1 \ Q2) n F ) = x j #(F ) = f;^ Q1 \ Q2 = S ) is the
same for any F and any S of size s = #(S ). Spe i ally, this an be expressed by the
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hypergeometri formula:
^ #(Q1 \ Q2) = s) =
P (#((Q1 \ Q2 ) n F ) = x j #(F ) = f;

 ^  ^
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x

n

:

s

Following the treatment in Se tion 4 for size-based quorums, we ompute a region of reje tion
for the null hypothesis as the highest value highreje t  s su h that
a highreje
X
X
t

^=0 = +1
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x
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f
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Again, the left-hand expression represents the probability of a false alarm.
The in reased strength of this method turns experiments in whi h t = 0 into a degenerate
ase. The presen e of any faults in the interse tion set is visible and invalidates the null
hypothesis; the probability of a false positive in su h ases is zero, as the formula above
on rms. Likewise, as the number of faults in reases, the probability of dete ting faults
within one or two reads rapidly approa hes ertainty.
a

Consider again the system of n = 101 servers, with a fault toleran e threshold
of t = 25, a quorum size of q = 76, and t = 0, and suppose that a given read quorum overlaps
the previous write quorum in s = 57 servers (the most likely overlap, with a probability of
about 0.21). Here, the only possible justifying set size under the assumption f = 0 is x = s,
and hen e, it is reje ted for any x < s. The probability of alarm on a single read operation
for various values of f < t is shown in Figure 3, whi h also illustrates the dramati ally higher
pre ision of the write-marker method over the justifying set method.
The added pre ision of the write marker method has additional advantages when t is
set to a value greater than zero, as shown in the next example.

Example 3:

a

a
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Figure 4: Comparison of Examples 2 and 4
Consider again the system of n = 61 servers, with a fault toleran e threshold
of t = 15, a quorum size of q = 46, and t = 5, and suppose that a given read quorum overlaps
the previous write quorum in the ommon interse tion size s = 34 servers. The region of
reje tion for the null hypothesis f  5, al ulated using the formula above, is x  29. The
probability of alarm on a single read operation for various values of f , t < f < t, is shown
in Figure 4. Again, the in reased strength of the write-marker method is evident.

Example 4:

a

a

Like the method presented in Se tion 4, the write-marker te hnique has the advantage
of exibility. If we wish to minimize the risk of premature alarms (i.e., alarms that are
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sent without the alarm threshold being ex eeded) we may hoose a smaller at the risk of
somewhat delayed alarms. In fa t, the greater pre ision of this method de reases the risks
asso iated with su h a ourse: even delayed alarms an be expe ted to be timely.
A Note on Smaller Systems

Our dis ussion so far has entered around large systems. For the te hnique des ribed in
Se tion 4 this restri tion is ne essary, as the method is not powerful enough to dete t faults
reliably in small systems. As the omparisons above show, however, the write marker method
is onsiderably stronger, and is in fa t suitable for fault dete tion in more moderately-sized
threshold systems, even when the alarm line is greater than zero.
Consider a system where n = 25, t = 6, q = 19, and t = 2. Suppose
a read quorum overlaps a write quorum in the most ommon interse tion size of 14. The
probability of dete ting f > 2 on a single read is moderately high; the probability of dete ting
the ondition within k reads in reases dramati ally with k, as shown in Figure 5.

Example 5:

a

5.2.2 Quorum systems for other failure assumptions

Fault dete tion using the write marker te hnique an be applied for failure assumptions other
than the threshold one. In this se tion, we demonstrate this using a more sophisti ated type
of quorum system: the BoostFPP system.
A BoostFPP masking quorum system is des ribed in [MRW99℄. It is onstru ted as
a omposition of two quorum systems. The rst is a quorum system based on a nite
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Figure 5: Probability of dete tion within 1{5 reads for n = 25; t = 2 (Example 5)
a
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proje tive plane (FPP), suggested originally as a quorum system by [Mae85℄. In the FPP
quorum system, there are q2 + q + 1 elements and quorums of size q + 1 ( orresponding to
the hyperplanes of the FPP), where q = p  2 for some prime p and integer r. Ea h pair
of distin t quorums in FPP interse t in exa tly one element. For the se ond quorum system
we again employ the Uniform masking quorum system [MR98℄ with a universe of size 4t + 1
and quorums of size 3t + 1. The omposition of the two systems is made by repla ing ea h
element of the FPP with a distin t opy of a threshold system. That is, the universe for a
BoostFPP system is U = S =12+ +1 U , where ea h U is a set of 4t +1 servers, and U \ U = ;
for any i 6= j . We refer to ea h U as a \super element". A quorum is hosen by rst sele ting
a quorum of super elements in the FPP, say U 1 ; : : : ; U +1 , and then sele ting 3t + 1 servers
from ea h U . Figure 6 depi ts a BoostFPP system with q = 2 and t = 1, with one quorum
shaded. We adopt a uniform a ess strategy, assigning equal a ess probability to every
quorum.
We use the following notation to \map" between super elements and servers and vi e
versa:
r

q

q

i

i

i

i

j

i

i

iq

ij

1. If X is a set of servers, then super(X ) is the set of super elements su h that U 2
super(X ) i U \ X 6= ;.
i

i

2. If Y is a set of servers and U is a super-element, then [Y ℄ = Y \ U .
Ui

i

i

BoostFPP an tolerate the failure of up to t servers in ea h one of its super elements.
Hen e, the failure assumption it masks is
B = fB  U j 8i : (B \ U )  tg :
i
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Figure 6: BoostFPP with q = 2 and t = 1, with one quorum shaded
We now apply our te hniques, using the write marker proto ol of Se tion 5, to dete t when
F is dangerous. In this ase,
B = fB  U j 9i : (B \ U ) > tg :
i

Therefore, we set a threshold t = t  and aim to dete t if any super element ontains
more than t faulty servers. More pre isely, we de ne a region of reje tion as x  highreje t
where highreje t is the maximum value su h that
a

a

X
Ui

X

highreje t

2super( 1 \ 2 ) = +1
Q

Q

x

P (#(([Q1 ℄

Ui

\ [Q2 ℄ ) n [F ℄ ) = x j #([Q1 ℄ \ [Q2 ℄ ) = s ) 
Ui

Ui

Ui

t

Borrowing from the analysis of Se tion 5.2.1, this be omes
a highreje
X
X

X
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t

t

2super( 1 \ 2 ) ^=0 = +1
Q

Q

f

x

t
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Re all that our aim is to dete t when the number of failures in the system approa hes a
failure s enario in B, i.e., when in some super element the number of faulty servers ex eeds
t . Sin e the hoi e of quorums randomizes the hoi e of super elements that fall in the
interse tion of read and write quorums, the likelihood of dete ting a dangerous ondition
within several reads is derived from the probability of dete ting the orresponding dangerous
ondition within any super element.
a

5.3 Fault identi ation

The write marker proto ol has an even stronger potential as a tool for fault dete tion: it
allows the lient to identify spe i servers that are behaving in orre tly. By keeping a re ord
of this list, the lient an thereafter sele t quorums that do not ontain these servers. This
allows the system to behave more eÆ iently than it would otherwise, as well as to gather
the information needed to isolate faulty servers for repair to preserve the system's integrity.
The fault identi ation algorithm a epts as input the triples f<Z ; T ; Z >g 2 that
the lient obtained from servers in the read proto ol, as well as the triple <v; T; Q0> that
the lient hose as the result of the read operation. It then omputes the set S n S 0 where
S = Q \ Q0 and S 0 is the set of servers that returned <v; T; Q0 > in the read operation. The
servers in S n S 0 are identi ed as faulty.
Note that the fault identi ation proto ol does not depend in any way on the spe i
hara teristi s of the quorum system, and an be applied to masking quorum systems in
general.
u
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u

u
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6 Choosing alarm lines for large systems
The analysis of the previous two se tions is pre ise but omputationally umbersome for
very large systems. A useful alternative is to estimate the performan e of possible alarm
lines by means of bound analysis. In this se tion we present an asymptoti analysis of the
te hniques of Se tions 4 and 5 that shows how to hoose an alarm line value for arbitrarily
large systems. Here we return our fo us to the t-threshold failure assumption and size-based
quorum onstru tions with quorum size q.
Let Q denote a read quorum, Q0 a write quorum, F the set of faulty servers, and t = t 
the alarm line. For every f^  t , we de ne a random variable X ^ = #((Q \ Q0) n F ), where
#(F ) = f^, and #((Q \ Q0) n F ) is the justifying set size. We an ompute the expe tation of
X ^ dire tly. For ea h server u 62 F de ne an indi ator random variable I su h that I = 1
if u 2 (Q \ Q0 ) n F and I = 0 otherwise. For su h u we have P (I = 1) = q2=n2 sin e Q
and Q0 are hosen independently. By linearity of expe tation,
a

a

f

u

f

u

E [X ^℄ =
f

u

u

X

2 n

u

U

F

E [I

u

℄=

X

2 n

u

U

F

P (I

u

2
= 1) = (n f^) nq 2 :

Intuitively, the distribution on X ^ is entered around its expe tation and de reases exponentially as X ^ moves farther away from that expe tation. Thus, we should be able to show that
X ^ grows smaller than its expe tation with exponentially de reasing probability. A tempting approa h to analyzing this would be to use Cherno bounds, but these do not dire tly
apply be ause the sele tion of individual servers in Q (similarly, Q0) is not independent. In
the analysis below, we thus use a more powerful tool, martingales, to derive the anti ipated
Cherno -like bound.
f

f

f
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6.1 Martingales

We provide here a brief introdu tion to martingales, whi h summarizes only the ne essary
de nitions and results from the more thorough treatment found in [MR95, Ch. 4.4℄.
De nition 5 A martingale sequen e is a sequen e of random variables X0 ; X1 ; : : : su h that
for all i > 0,

E [X j X0 ; : : : ; X 1 ℄ = X 1
i

i

i

Our goal in onstru ting martingale sequen es is to apply the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Azuma's Inequality, [MR95℄) Let X0 ; X1 ; : : : be a martingale sequen e su h
that for ea h k,

#(X
where

k

X 1) 
k

is independent of k. Then, for t  0 and Æ > 0,

P (#(X

t

X0 )  Æ )  2e

Æ2
2t 2

The parti ular method that we use for onstru ting martingale sequen es employs the notion
of a lter over a nite sample spa e , whi h is a nested sequen e of event-sets F0  F1 
    F where F0 = f;; g, F = 2 , and for 0  i  k, F is losed under omplement
and union. Intuitively, ea h F an be thought of as being generated by a partition of into
disjoint events, where F +1 is generated by a more re ned partition than F . In Se tion 6,
ea h blo k (event) of the partition generating F is de ned by the rst i hoi es of servers in
ea h of two quorums. We then apply the following theorem to onstru t a Doob martingale:
k

k

i

i

i

i

i
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Theorem 2 (Doob martingale, [MR95℄) Let F0 ; : : : ; F be a lter, let X be any random
k

variable, and de ne X

i

= E [X j F ℄, i.e., X
i

i

is the expe ted value of X onditioned on the

events in F . Then X0 ; : : : ; X is a martingale.
i

k

6.2 Deriving the bound

We bound the probability P (X ^ < k) using the method of bounded di eren es, by de ning
a suitable Doob martingale sequen e and applying Azuma's inequality. Here, a Doob martingale sequen e of onditional random variables is de ned by setting X ^ , 0  i  q, to be
the expe ted value of X ^ after i sele tions are made in ea h of Q and Q0 . Then, X ^ = X ^
and E [X ^℄ = X ^ 0, and it is not diÆ ult to see that #(X ^ X ^ 1)  2 for all 1  i  q.
This yields the following bound:
f

f ;i

f

f

f

f;

f ;i

P (X ^ < E [X ^℄ Æ )  2e
f

f

f ;q

f ;i

2
8q

Æ

Moreover, this bound is largest for f^ = t . This is be ause if f^  t , then E [X ^℄  E [X ℄,
and so E [X ^℄ Æ0 = E [X ℄ Æ implies Æ0  Æ, and the inequality on the orresponding
bounds follows. Hen e, we use this formula and our desired reje tion level to determine a
Æ su h that P (X < E [X ℄ Æ )  . Thus we bound our probability of a false alarm and
an diminish it by de reasing and re al ulating Æ. The value E [X ℄ Æ de nes our region
of reje tion (see Se tion 3.3).
In order to analyze the probability that our alarm is triggered when the number of faults
in the system is f > t , we use the same analysis to obtain:
a

a

ta

f

ta

ta

ta

a

E [X

f

℄ = (n

q2
q2
f ) 2 < (n t ) 2
n
n
a
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= E [X ℄
ta

f

ta

An analysis similar to the above provides the following bound:
P (X > E [X
f

f

℄ + Æ0)  2e

2

Æ0
q

8

To summarize, these bounds an now be used as follows. For any given alarm line t , and
2
any desired on den e level , we an ompute the minimum Æ to satisfy 2e 8  . We
thus derive the following test: An alarm is triggered whenever the justifying set size is less
than (n t ) 22 Æ. The analysis above guarantees that this alarm will be triggered with
2
false positive probability at most our omputed bound 2e 8  . If, in fa t, f faults o ur
and f is suÆ iently larger than t , then there exists Æ0 > 0 su h that E [X ℄+ Æ0 = E [X ℄ Æ.
2
Then, by the analysis above, the probability of triggering the alarm is greater than 1 2e 8 .
In the ase of the write marker proto ol, we an tighten the analysis by using the (known)
interse tion size between Q and Q0 as follows. De ne S = Q \ Q0 , s = #(S ), and a
random variable Y = #(S n F ). Y has a hypergeometri distribution on s, n t , and n,
and E [Y ℄ = s(n t )=n. The appropriate Doob martingale sequen e in this ase de nes
Y , 0  i  s, to be the expe ted value of Y after i sele tions are made in S . Then,
#(Y Y 1)  1, and so to set the region of reje tion we an use
a

Æ

q

q

a

n

Æ

a

q

ta

f

Æ0
q

a

a

i

i

i

P (Y < E [Y ℄ Æ )  2e

2
2s :

Æ

7 Con lusion
In this paper, we have presented two methods for probabilisti fault diagnosis for servi es
repli ated using masking quorum systems. Our methods mine server responses to read oper35

ations for eviden e of server failures, and if ne essary trigger an alarm to initiate appropriate
re overy a tions. We demonstrated both of our methods in the ontext of size-based onstru tions in whi h quorums are hosen of size q uniformly at random. We additionally
demonstrated the write marker te hnique for a non-uniform onstru tion, that of the BoostFPP quorum system. Our rst method has the advantage of requiring no modi ations to
the read and write proto ols proposed in [MR98℄. The se ond method requires minor modi ations to these proto ols, but o ers better diagnosis apabilities and a pre ise identi ation
of faulty servers. Our methods are very e e tive in dete ting faulty servers, sin e faulty
servers risk dete tion in every read operation for whi h they return in orre t answers.
A possible dire tion for future dire tion is fault dete tion using an aggregate of responses
from multiple read queries. This would potentially allow us to eliminate some of the restri ting simpli ations we made, parti ularly that reads do not overlap any writes.
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